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QUESTION 1

User B has created a Associate record. At the profile level, the profile \\'Custom-Recruiter\\' of User A has only Read,
Edit access for Associate. Role of user B is \\'Channel Sales Team\\'. User A belongs to the public group \\'All
Interviewers\\'. OWD of Associate is \\'Private\\'. A sharing rule has been created to share Associate records owned by
the role \\'Channel Sales Team\\' with the public group \\'All Interviewers\\' wit h Read/Write access. What access will
User A have for the record control? 

Correct Answer: Read and Edit because the sharing rule can make record access lesser restrictive. Thus the statement
\\'OWD or sharing rule can make access level lesser restrictive but not more restrictive\\' is valid only if the user has Edit
permission at the profile level for that object. Edit permission at profile level means that the user can edit records
created by him of that object. 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A sharing rule has been deleted. But users can still see the records shared by that sharing rule. The system does not
seem to be acknowledging that the sharing rule has been deleted. What should be d one to overcome this issue? 

Correct Answer: In order to make sure that sharing rules are calculated and acknowledged as they should be,
recalculate the rules. Recalculate sharing rules by: a. Navigate to Setup| Security Controls| Sharing Settings b. Under
the object where the sharing rule was created or deleted, click on \\'Recalculate\\'. This will reset the record permissions
for the object. 

 

QUESTION 3

To enforce data consistency using validation rule, which function should be used? 

Correct Answer: VLOOKUP 

 

 

QUESTION 4

External id can be used for matching record during which of these operations using the Apex Data Loader 

A. upsert 

B. update 

C. delete 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5
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When upserting record using Apex Data Loader and using the record id for matching the record, if the value for the
record id field is not provided in the csv file or while mapping fields from the csv file to the Salesforce object fields, then
A. The upsert fails 

B. New record gets created in Salesforce 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

If this option is unchecked on Customize > Leads > Settings, `Enforce Validation and Triggers from Lead Convert\\' then
the validation rules and triggers of account, contact and opportunity are bypassed but the validation rules and triggers of
lead execute. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which are the type of actions that can be specified for an approval process? 

Correct Answer: Initial Submission Actions, Final Approval Actions, Final Rejection Actions, Recall Actions, Approval
Actions and Rejection Actions for each step in the approval process. 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Under which of these cases the deletion of an account will fail? 

i) The account has a related case ii) The account has a related entitlement 

A. i only 

B. ii only 

C. both a and b 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What feature must be enabled on your user record before you can use the Inline editor? 

Correct Answer: Development mode  
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QUESTION 10

Describe the Developer Console 

Correct Answer: The Developer Console is a collection of tools that you can use to analyze and troubleshoot
applications in your Salesforce organization. You can use the Developer Console for a variety of administrative and
development tasks which include general debugging and troubleshooting, source code editing, and performance
validation. 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Building Business Processes Describe the ISNEW Formula function 

Correct Answer: The ISNEW function checks if a formula is running during the creation of a new record and returns
TRUE if it is. If the formula is running for updating an existing record, this function returns FALSE. For example, by using
ISNEW, you can ensure that hiring managers don\\'t specify a back date as the open date on a position to increase its
perceived urgency. 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What do Debug logs track? 

Correct Answer: Activities performed and results generated by end users or code 

 

 

QUESTION 13

A single Sales Process can be assigned to multiple opportunity record types. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Approval processes a re not available in a change set. 

A. True 

B. False 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

In a multistep process, when do you decide the decision criteria and approval assignment? 

A. Creating initial submission actions 

B. Defining recall actions 

C. Deciding step definition 

D. Setting final approval actions 

Correct Answer: C 
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